Decoupling the Effects of Mass Density and Hydrogen-, Oxygen-, and Aluminum-Based Defects on Optoelectronic Properties of Realistic Amorphous Alumina.
The search for functional materials is currently hindered by the difficulty to find significant correlation between constitutive properties of a material and its functional properties. In the case of amorphous materials, the diversity of local structures, chemical composition, impurities and mass densities makes such a connection difficult to be addressed. In this Letter, the relation between refractive index and composition has been investigated for amorphous AlOx materials, including nonstoichiometric AlOx, emphasizing the role of structural defects and the absence of effect of the band gap variation. It is found that the Newton-Drude (ND) relation predicts the refractive index from mass density with a rather high level of precision apart from some structures displaying structural defects. Our results show especially that O- and Al-based defects act as additive local disturbance in the vicinity of band gap, allowing us to decouple the mass density effects from defect effects (n = n[ND] + Δndefect).